This space is dedicated to the Matter in Extreme Conditions instrument of LCLS. It contains details on the instrument components and their use. The website contains restricted sections for staff-use only. The current organization is the following:

- Open access: sections 0 to 9
- Restricted to staff: sections 2.5, 10 and 11

### Recent space activity

**Hae Ja Lee**
- **1.1. Overview** updated about 10 hours ago
- **Spare optics** updated Feb 16, 2024

**Eric M Galtier**
- **2024.02.15_ Shift 1 _egaltier** updated Feb 15, 2024
- **9.4.1.0 X-ray beamline alignment procedure** updated Feb 15, 2024

**Gilliss Dyer**
- **Common Trajectory** created Feb 15, 2024

### Space contributors

- Hae Ja Lee (9 hours ago)
- Eric M Galtier (4 days ago)
- Gilliss Dyer (7 days ago)
- Robert Nicholas Etelbrick (10 days ago)
- Peregrine McGehee (13 days ago)
- ...

### MEC editors/admins

Below is the group list having maximal access to this page. If you feel you should be included then you can request membership through SLAC IT. Generally this is the MEC ops team including matrixed individuals.

- **Show/hide editors**
- **Show/hide admins**

### Tasks assigned in meeting notes

**Task report**

Looking good, no incomplete tasks.